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Abstract—Robotics education is one of the most emerged and 

demanding fields of modern engineering education. To prepare 
skilled specialists for industrial needs it is important to create 
high-quality educational base. Intelligent Robotics Department 
takes its first steps in developing and implementing a new robotics 
educational program. This paper reviews Russian robotics 
education and describes our current work toward program 
establishing. To evaluate student motivation of connecting their 
education and further career with robotics we ran a survey among 
Bachelor and Master students, which have selected robotics 
subjects as elective courses. We present results and analysis of the 
survey, and elaborate on next steps of program development. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

The field of robotics has been constantly growing in recent 
years and application of robots is not narrowly focused on 
industrial production and research laboratories. As robotics-
related private companies around the world, including large 
enterprises and small family businesses, keep emerging and 
expanding, more and more skilled roboticists are required. The 
growing demand of such specialists and competition on the 
job market between robotics companies resulted in significant 
staff shortages. To provide industry with qualified robotics 
engineers it is necessary to create an effective higher 
education system.  

Robotics is a specific multidisciplinary area of science and 
education, which brings together several branches of 
knowledge that include computer science and software 
development, electrical and mechanical engineering, applied 
mathematics and physics, artificial intelligence and computer 
vision, human-robot and human-computer interaction, material 
science and chemistry, and others [1], [15], [16], [17]. On 
February 8, 2014 Agency for the Strategic Initiatives and the 
Moscow School of Management at Skolkovo presented an 
anthology of promising industries and professions for the next 
15-20 years, which contains nineteen technological fields [11]. 
Among them are robotics and mechanical engineering fields; 
they introduce eight new professions, which are supposed to 
appear at the labour market until 2020. These include design 
engineers of robotic manufacturing devices, designers and 
programmers of robotic assistants, health-care robots, 
multifunctional robotic systems operators, specialists on 
composite materials for parts production, mechanisms, and 
connecting elements of robotic devices etc. To prepare 
effective and highly motivated professionals in the field of 
robotics and mechatronics a novel educational concept is 
required [12]. Currently, vocational robotics education in 

Russia is in its starting and rather elementary phase. However, 
not only Russian but also a global robotics labour market is 
emerging as consequence of economic trends and rapid 
globalization processes [13]. 

On December 8, 2011, the Russian Federation Government 
enacted Decree № 2227-r on the Strategy for Innovative 
Development of the Russian Federation until 2020. According 
this decree, one of the most urgent tasks of education is 
creating conditions for shaping such competencies as ability 
and readiness for continuous education, self-improvement, self-
training, ability of critical thinking, and knowledge of foreign 
languages [18]. Designing a competitive and quality-oriented 
master program in robotics field could serve as a platform for 
training and graduating experts with specialized knowledge 
and skills. In terms of current Russian robotics education (and 
engineering education, in general) there are multiple 
contradictions between knowledge and skills quality that are 
gained by students at Russian university and requirements of 
employers. Robotics educational field in particular is still an 
emerging and flexible area, which gives us an opportunity to 
use new educational approaches [14]. 

The team of Intelligent Robotics Department (IRD) of 
Higher Institute of Information Technologies and Information 
Systems (ITIS) at Kazan Federal University develops a novel 
educational program profile for Master students, which will 
specialize in robotics. While a program for robotics profile 
within Master degree program of Software Engineering starts 
in September 2017, currently IRD offers two robotics-related 
courses for students of bachelor degree program in Applied 
Informatics and one robotics-related research oriented course 
for students of master degree program in Software 
Engineering.  

To evaluate student motivation of connecting their 
education and further career with robotics, we ran a survey 
among bachelor students, which have selected robotics 
subjects as elective courses, and master students, which had to 
take a compulsory course. The survey brought us valuable 
feedback on educational needs and requirements, successful 
and unsuccessful methods and approaches used in the classes. 
Survey analysis helped elaborating on next steps of program 
development for the next academic year. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II 
we briefly introduce current teaching environment in Russia. 
Section III demonstrates our current works on designing and 
implementing Robotics curriculum. Section IV describes the 
survey and analyses its results. Finally, we conclude and 
discuss our future work in Section V. 



II. ROBOTICS TEACHING ENVIRONMENT IN RUSSIA 

Robotics and mechatronics field in Russia falls behind 
developed countries by several decades taking into account 
historical features of Russian science development before and 
since collapse of the USSR in 1991, which was followed by a 
long-term stagnation in all fields of science [2]. To become 
competitive in science and technology field, only recently 
Russia took significant efforts in order to catch up with 
developed countries. Russian government started to invest in 
education and science, referring to western educational models 
of development and trying to build up its own models adapted 
to specific local environment [1]. 

To overcome the crisis in academia, universities and 
research institutes started to fill in the gaps and catch up with 
developed countries in already existing scientific fields [1]. 
Some Russian universities started to establish laboratories, 
departments and educational programs related to recently 
emerged and demanding fields, including robotics. The roots of 
robotics field in Russia refer to exoskeletons of 1960-ties and 
industrial robots of 1970-ties, while in 1972 robotics research 
became a part of state policy. In 1981 a new robotic systems 
major was introduced within electro-mechanical engineering 
educational profile in several leading universities in Russia [3]. 
Recently, Ministry of Education and Science of Russian 
Federation assigned higher education institutions a task to 
introduce and integrate field of robotics wider in Russian 
academic institutions and catch up with current development of 
the area, so that graduates could compete with engineers in 
global market. In addition, later after recognizing robotics field 
important for economic development and due to rapid 
technological progress, the government officially proclaimed a 
number of priority fields of economic development, and 
robotics became one of the chosen fields [4]. 

Today robotics is emerging and continuously developing in 
various fields in Russia. Educational robotics became popular 
among schools in a form of additional education for children 
and in practice showed to be successful considering growth of 
robotics private schools. According to Russian Association of 
Educational Robotics, since 2002 robot competitions are held 
in Russia annually and by 2014 over 10 000 schoolchildren 
took part in these competitions.  

Along with our university, currently robotics research and 
education are rapidly developing in other universities. These 
include Bauman State Technical University, Research and 
Development Institute of Robotics and Control System of 
Southern Federal University, Russian State Scientific Center 
for Robotics and Technical Cybernetics, The V.P. Larionov 
Institute of Physical - Technical Problems of the North 
(Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences), Far 
Eastern Federal University and other universities. In parallel 
with academic interest increase, private companies started 
developing and producing robots of various classes, e.g., 
humanoid robots of AR-600 series by Android Technics, 
mobile robots Engineer series by Servosilla, promotional 
robots Promobot by Promobot Сompany, and others. As our 
consultations with Russian robotics companies, public 
discussions and events demonstrated, the field is facing a 
severe shortage of robotics specialists [5]. 

According to websites for prospective students Vuzoteka.ru 
and Institute-catalogue.ru, there are about 40 higher 
educational institutions that have bachelor and master 
programs with major in mechatronics and robotics. However, 
all such programs encounter difficulties that are typical for a 
rather novel robotics field:  

- A shortage of experts in robotics field, which prefer 
academic career to R&D pathway in companies or sales 
pathway in business. The reason is that robotics teaching 
(at a competitive with developed countries level) requires 
from teachers special education in robotics field, broad 
experience of teaching, constructing and/or programming 
robotic systems, while salaries in academy are far behind 
similar positions in industry. In addition, being a modern 
field, robotics educational process requires very frequent 
update of teaching materials in order to keep pace with 
robotics advances. 

- Limited selection of up-to-date educational materials in 
Russian language, which requires using foreign 
educational sources. In turn, these may trigger a necessity 
to teach robotics classes in English in order to avoid 
misinterpretations of definitions etc., which requires both 
teachers and students to master good level of English, 
including speaking, reading and comprehension abilities. 

- Overpriced robotics equipment that is required for research 
and educational needs, and most Russian universities’ 
budgets cannot afford such expenses in order to boost a 
single narrow field. Additional obstacles are introduced by 
teacher’s lack of previous experience in appropriate 
equipment selection, complicated bureaucratic procedures 
on the university side (e.g., several months of tendering 
process may be required by university regulations in order 
to purchase even relatively inexpensive single piece of 
hardware) and long delivery time by distributors and 
resellers. Moreover, as it was previously pointed out, 
robotics field is developing rapidly, which requires at least 
partial renovation of educational hardware every couple of 
years. 

Due to these reasons, some of the above-mentioned 
robotics related programs were considered unsuccessful and/or 
commercially unfeasible due to typically low prices for 
undergraduate and graduate education fee in Russia relatively 
to inevitable hardware expenses and sophistications of teaching 
process, and were shut down or significantly slowed down their 
development because of reduced financial support by 
universities. 

One of the changes that Russian education system 
implemented after the collapse of the USSR was a 
transformation of 5-years higher education standard programs 
into a combination of 4-year bachelor and 2-year master 
programs. In fact, after completing 4-year undergraduate level, 
students cannot possess enough skills to be qualified robotics 
engineers. Even the best imaginable 4-year curriculum, which 
contains tightly packed classes from various fields, allows 
students to concentrate on robotics only in the last year or two 
of their education. Moreover, many Russian universities agree 
on allowing students to concentrate on bachelor thesis writing 
in the last semester, and for this reason often the last semester 



would contain a single educational course only, reducing 
available for specialization time to three full semesters at most. 
This time is definitely not sufficient for mastering such 
complicated and demanding field as robotics for bachelors. At 
the same time, there is a recent tendency that a number of IT 
specialization students in Russia, which apply to master 
programs after graduation, reduced thrice in past years as 
majority of IT field employers does not necessarily require 
candidates to have advanced  level of education. Thus, more 
master students target to stay in academia field rather than to 
continue career at industry. Moreover, there were some 
attempts to establish master programs with applied robotics 
specialization; however, such efforts could not be considered as 
a significant success, since lecture hours were significantly 
reduced and practical hours were not utilized effectively due to 
absence or shortage of educational equipment. 

Legislatively, on November 21, 2014, Russian Ministry of 
Education and Science issued a decree on "Approval of Federal 
State Educational Standard of Higher Education on Education 
Direction in 15.04.06 Mechatronics and Robotics (for master 
level)". This decree was followed by a decree on "Approval of 
Federal State Educational Standard of Higher Education on 
Education Direction in 15.03.06 Mechatronics and Robotics 
(for bachelor level)" on March 12, 2015. As only few years 
have passed, the authors strongly believe that it is difficult to 
make estimation on these standards yet, and more long-term 
and thorough research of existing robotics programs is 
required, which is a part of our ongoing work. 

III. ROBOTICS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM AT KAZAN FEDERAL 

UNIVERSITY 

IRD develops robotics educational program minor 
specialization profile for master degree students of software 
engineering major program. The new robotics minor will be 
launched in the new academic year, Autumn-2017 semester. It 
will be the first step toward creating a complete mechatronics 
and robotics major master degree program. After testing of the 
one-year robotics educational program minor, its curriculum 
will be extended toward a complete program within the 
framework of Federal State Education Standard of Higher 
Education with assignment of qualification of the Master on 
Mechatronics and Robotics 15.04.06. 

A. New Robotics program design  

Undoubtedly, for the new program design and 
implementation, interests and needs of Russian industry play a 
key role. Yet, our mission as educators is to spark the interest 
of students in studying such complex discipline as robotics 
and to keep their high motivation throughout the entire 
educational process. Currently, our program is emerging, and 
it needs to find effective teaching approaches that consider 
inter-disciplinary approach in the field of mechatronics and 
robotics. 

As for today, ITIS offers the following educational 
opportunities for the students: 

- Four-year bachelor's degree program in Applied 
Informatics, full time studies. The program was launched 
in the context of Federal State Education Standard of 

Higher Education with assignment of qualification of the 
bachelor on Software Engineering  09.03.04 

- Two-year master's degree program in Software 
Engineering (majors: software development management, 
software engineering methods and assets). The program 
was launched in the context of Federal State Education 
Standard of Higher Education with assignment of 
qualification of master in Software Engineering 09.04.04 

Before launching Mechatronic and Robotics master degree 
program, the following courses for bachelor and master 
students were offered by IRD in order to fascinate the students 
into robotics field, which are described in the next section. To 
better understand students’ needs and motivation to study 
robotics and to provide them with effective educational 
process, we suggest interactive student-oriented approach. 
Such strategies address the need for students to be active and 
engaged in learning process and to interact with teacher and 
other classmates. Interactivity of the educational process gives 
more motivation to students, as it gives them constant tension. 
Moreover, interactive strategies provide opportunities for 
students to strengthen their observation and communication 
skills [6].  

Intelligent Robotic Systems Laboratory (LIRS) of ITIS 
headed by Professor Evgeni Magid started its activities in 
August 2016 under the auspices of Strategic Academic Unit 
(SAU) “Area of teacher education transformation – 4T”. One 
of the key priorities of LIRS for a period of 2016-2018 is 
Robotics Engineering Education project RobIO, which is 
responsible for creating and implementing a globally 
acceptable robotics educational program specialization. The 
proposed program is intended to provide students with 
knowledge in the field of robotics research and applied 
projects. It is expected that besides the standard lectures and 
practical robotics courses during the program students will 
carry out their research projects within three laboratories of 
the IRD and several other university laboratories, which are 
interested in robotics-related research activities, including 
LIRS itself, Machine Cognition laboratory, Social and Urban 
Computing laboratory, Neuroscience laboratory, and others.  

B. Implemented Robotics curriculum  

Starting from the second semester of the academic year 
2016/2017, in February 2017, bachelor and master degree 
students of the software engineering program were offered the 
following courses, which are taught in English: 

1. “Introduction to Robotics” for 4-th year bachelor 
students;  

2. “Adaptive control systems” for 3-d year bachelor 
students; 

3. “Scientific research methodology” for first year master 
students. 

“Introduction to Robotics” is an elective course for 
bachelor students of the 4-th year of education, which is taught 
in the last semester before the graduation. This course is 
intended to provide students with an understanding of the 
basic robotics concepts and principals, to introduce the recent 
applications and prospect of this field. As this is a very short 



half-semester course for almost graduated bachelors, the main 
idea behind this course curriculum is to spark student interest 
in robotics in order to further continue toward master degree 
in software engineering major with a minor in robotics. The 
course includes the following topics: 

- Robotics in Russia and abroad introduces the history of 
robotics, explains the role of robotics in the modern 
society and demonstrates various attractive examples of 
practical applications of robotic advanced technologies 
around the world. Special attention is paid for robotics 
R&D in Russia so that for each foreign application 
example a local equivalent is demonstrated, whether it 
succeeds to over perform the foreign application or not.       

- Introduction to industrial robotics familiarizes students 
with types and particular industrial applications of robotic 
manipulators. 

- Linear algebra and coordinate systems is a brief review of 
linear algebra topics that concentrate mainly of matrix 
operations, while coordinate systems include different 
representations of translation and rotation operations, 
homogeneous coordinates, Euler angles, quaternions and 
gimbal lock problem.  

- Forward and inverse kinematics of manipulators covers 
kinematic principles of robotic arms and teaches students 
to solve forward and inverse kinematics problems with 
analytic and numeric approaches. Students familiarize with 
degrees of freedom, workspace, properties of robots etc. 

In addition, a set of introductory lectures cover a number of 
selected topics such as military and defense robotics, 
roboethics [7], search and rescue robotics [22], space robotics 
and path planning [23]. The main course book for theoretical 
approaches and problem solution is a classical book of 
J.J.Craig [8], while for simulations in Matlab with Robotics 
Toolbox we use Corke’s book [19]. In addition to pen-and-
paper home assignments and coding in Matlab, students have a 
number of presentations, including interactive demonstrations 
of their Robotics Toolbox manipulators, and a final project. In 
order to encourage active learning, students are asked to 
discuss particular questions in small groups in the class in real 
time and then present their joint solutions for all course 
participants.  

“Adaptive Control Systems” is a full semester elective 
course, which is intended to provide third year bachelor 
students with a solid background in robotics and is similar to a 
typical “Foundations of Robotics” course. Our goal is to excite 
student curiosity for robotics, while encouraging them to select 
robotics topics for their bachelor research thesis and giving 
confidence to conduct such research. This course includes the 
topics of Introduction to Robotics course and then further 
extends student knowledge for such topics as manipulator 
sensors and practical issues of their usage, velocity, Jacobian 
and path generation for manipulators, mechanism design and 
linear control of manipulators. Students overview modern 
simulators, like ROS, Gazebo [25] and V-rep, and practice with 
an open-source Yet Another Robot Platform (YARP, [24]). In 
addition to Introduction to Robotics course introductory 
lectures, the topics of topology, configuration space and 

human-robot interaction are covered. The main course books 
are the ones of J.J.Craig [8] and P. Corke [19], and a number of 
additional books and research papers are used, including a 
book by G. Dudek and M. Jenkin [20]. Students solve pen-and-
paper home assignments, code in Matlab with Robotics 
Toolbox, and use LEGO Mindstorms EV3 robotic kits for 
practical evaluation of their theoretical knowledge. Java-like 
LeJos language is used for LEGO kit programming, and it is 
for the first time in their life (for majority of participating 
students) that they have to face engineering problems and gain 
insights into a significant difference between coding pure 
software engineering problems and dealing with hardware 
issues. As in the Introduction course, students discuss 
particular questions in small groups and perform a number of 
practical tasks with LEGO kits, which are summarized into a 
practical manipulation competition that verifies student 
knowledge in forward and inverse kinematics, sensor usage, 
manipulator PID control and trajectory planning, and requires 
teamwork and creativity.  

 “Scientific research methodology” is a compulsory 
course for master students of the first year of education, which 
is taught in their second semester. The purpose of the course is 
to familiarize with general research concepts and strategies, 
teach students to formulate a research problem and to prepare a 
research publication. The course contains five main sections: 

- “Introduction to scientific research methodology” discloses 
issues on modern interpretation of the scientific research 
methodology. Two lectures are devoted purely to robotics 
advances and are the extended versions of Robotics in 
Russia and abroad lecture for bachelors with an 
emphasize on research issues. Two more lectures discuss 
what is science and scientists, how scientists think and do 
science, what are the differences between science, non-
science, and pseudoscience, how we differentiate basic and 
applied research, and what features scientific explanations. 

- “Developing a research idea” aims to help students finding 
out interesting ideas for their research and by the end of 
this section the students should be able to answer the 
question how to come up with good ideas for research. 
Three methods of inquiry – the method of authority, the 
rational and the scientific methods – are discussed in 
details. The students familiarize with research process 
steps and sources of research ideas, observation 
performing, tentative explanations formulating, refining 
and retesting. Students learn to ask important research 
questions and distinguish unimportant ones. 

- “Reading a research paper” section provides students with 
understanding of structural approach for paper search and 
reading, and is supposed to simplify the process and 
reduce a typical shock of a fresh unprepared master 
student, which typically comes along with first reading 
assignments of research papers in English. 

- “Plagiarism” section familiarize students with the evil of 
unethical copying of ideas and materials. This topic 
requires a special attention for Russian speaking students 
as with a very high probability they never have faced a 
serious punishment for plagiarism in their previous 
experience. Recently, Russian universities require students 



to verify their thesis for plagiarism with a special free 
online tool before thesis submission. Yet, since this tool 
performs a formal comparison of the new submission 
against existing in the database scientific texts, often a 
student concentrates on a technical side of plagiarism 
avoidance (e.g., by substituting some words with their 
synonyms or by light restructuring of sentences) and does 
not understand underlying mechanisms and moral 
responsibilities.     

- “Writing a research paper” section familiarizes students 
with one of the optional structural approach for research 
paper writing in English.   

Along with theoretical lectures, students have intensive 
practical lessons and home assignments, where they apply 
lecture material, write texts and prepare presentations. The 
lecturer, Dr. E. Magid, adapts the main textbook material [21] 
as a part of the first two sections for robotics needs. The later 
three sections are built up from publically available essays of 
top robotics and computer science researchers and are 
formulated through the prism of lecturer personal research 
experience, obtained during his multicultural research career in 
Russia, Israel, Japan, USA and UK. Research papers of Dr. E. 
Magid in Russian and English languages in various branches of 
robotics and computer vision (e.g., [22], [23], [25]) serve as 
practical material for students: knowing strong features and 
pitfalls of these papers in details helps to explain practical 
issues with live and easy for understanding examples.    

C. The goals and the ideas behind Robotics curriculum  

While bachelor oriented courses are mainly targeting for 
introducing robotics basics and attracting students toward 
academic master program, the later program will be created as 
a core program of IRD. With the opportunity to create the new 
program and develop the new curriculum, launching the 
program gives an opportunity to consider major drawbacks of 
education development in Russia, connect it to Russia and 
world robotic industry development, and provide 
multidisciplinary approach in teaching robotics. The above 
syllabuses and class modules were designed based on students 
background, preliminary discussions and analyses of the 
industry requirements as potential employers. Based on the 
reasons that were described in Section II, the following factors 
were emphasized: 

- Teachers/lectors qualifications and experience: the 
requirements are intensive previous experience of participating 
in robotics and mechatronics related projects and leading such 
projects, broad teaching experience. 

- Bilingual teaching: main teaching in English language 
with a possibility of giving additional explanations in Russian 
language. This decision was made to make students more 
competitive in the world industry and academia, so that they 
are not limited only to Russian robotics school [3], [9], [10] 
and receive a broader view of the field. In addition, this helps 
accessing to up-to-date information and skip terminology and 
literature ambiguity while performing translation. Students 
could use both English and Russian languages in 
communication during class. 

- Equipment for student's practical work. Students would 
build robots (LEGO kits) and would have access to real robots 
on site under teacher’s supervision in the future. As for LEGO 
kits, every team of two students receives one kit for the course 
and they could take it home for the entire semester in order to 
gain 24x7 access to the kit.  

- Student motivation. Along with various motivational 
teaching methods, students would have opportunity to receive 
additional education and have an opportunity to participate in 
robotics conferences and competitions, for example, Eurobot, 
Promobot Challenge, Roboextrim and others. 

- Skills training based on employees requirements 

All these factors will be examined and analyzed during 
long-term 2 years research. We divided the feedback materials 
into four parts: application of qualitative research in the form 
of questionnaire for students, questionnaire for teachers, 
questionnaire for industry and academia representatives as 
potential employees, collecting and analyzing data about 
equipment utilization and application during the classes. In the 
next section, we present the results of our first student 
questionnaire. 

IV. QUESTIONNAIRE AND ANALYSIS 

This section presents the data of the first research part, 
which examines students' background, English language 
comprehension, motivation to study robotics. In the survey for 
each statement we have suggested 5 point scale with the range 
of optional answers. Answer options for students were divided 
into 5-point scale: (1) Strongly Disagree; (2) Disagree; (3) No 
opinion; (4) Agree; (5) Strongly Agree. The survey also 
contained a number of open-ended questions. Percentage 
shown below indicate number of respondents who applied their 
attitude towards one of the 5 points assigned to each statement. 
The first pilot version of the questionnaire was distributed to 
the students in the middle of the semester.  To ensure that 
students fully understand the questionnaire, it was run in 
Russian language. In total, 36 students that are studying 
robotics for 3 hours once a week participated in the survey. The 
questionnaire contained 88 questions, which were partially 
repeating in order to control and reconfirm the answers, and 
was targeted to comprehend students' English language 
background, robotics knowledge that they had been attained 
before starting the class, student motivation to study robotics 
and other knowledge background. The questionnaire was 
arranged on-line via Google forms in such way, that each 
question appeared on a separate page, a new question became 
available only after the previous question answer was 
submitted, and there was no opportunity to return to previously 
answered questions. Majority of the students (55,5%) had 
Applied Information Science as their major. Students 
participated in robotics class were from different programs: 
47,2% students were MA1, 36,1% - BA4, 13,9% - BA3, and 
2,8% - BA2. Due to the lack of space we have to exclude 
graphical distributions of student answers and provide them 
only in a descriptive form. 

For many students English language study had a long 
history starting from secondary school. 30,5% of students 
studied English for 7 to 10 years, 47,2 % - for 11 to 15 years. 



Although 19,4% of students studied English only 1-5 years, 
majority of the students claimed that they “did not worry to 
speak English in the class”: 47,2% agreed with the statement 
and 27,8% strongly agreed. At the same time, for a similar 
control question of “do you feel confident when speaking 
English” only 36,1% agreed and 8,3% strongly agreed. 

66,6% of the students (33,3% (4) and 33,3% (5)) were not 
afraid when they didn’t understand what the teacher was saying 
in English, because they could ask for additional explanations 
in Russian. Nonetheless only 13,9% (8,3% (4) and 5,6% (5)) 
didn’t have motivation to go to class for the reason that it was 
taught in English. Half of the students previously didn't take 
any technology and science related classes in English 
(36,1%(1), 13,9(2)) and 44,4% did (8,3%(4), 36,1%(5)). 

Next, we checked students' robotics related knowledge 
attained before starting the class. Only few students 
participated in robotics related activities previously: 13,9% (4) 
and 5,6% (5). 11,1% (4) and 2,8% (5) knew how to program a 
robot, almost the same number knew how to build a robot 
13,9% (4) and 2,8% (5). Approximately half didn't know 
anything regarding robotics 22,2% (4) and 27,8% (5). Only one 
male student (2,8% (4)) stated that he knew a lot about robotics 
before the course. 

Students' self-efficacy was in general high: only 5,6% 
(2,8% (4) and 2,8% (5)) answered that no matter how much 
effort they put in, they couldn’t learn robotics. In addition only 
few students prefer not to submit homework if it was too 
difficult for them (16,7% - 11,1% (4) and 5,6% (5)). The 
students were quite active in learning robotics as 44,4% (4) and 
41,7% (5) were using additional relevant resources that helped 
them to clarify robotics related concepts when they didn't 
understand. Also 33,3% (4) and 33,3% (5) would discuss with 
the teacher or other students to clarify the material when they 
didn't understand something. 

However, regarding robotics learning value only 30,5% 
(22,2% (4) and 8,3% (5)) believed that learning robotics was 
important because they could use the gained knowledge in their 
potential future work, while 27,8% (3) had no opinion. At the 
same time 69,4% (33,3%(4), 36,1%(5)) thought that learning 
robotics was important as it stimulated their thinking. Majority 
of the students realized that robotics is a multidisciplinary 
subject (52,8% (4) and 27,8%(5)). 

Regarding performance goal, in general students did not 
selected robotics class because “it was cool” or because “other 
students thought that robotics class students were smart”. 
36,1% (4) and 13,9% (5) answered that they participate in 
robotics class because it gave opportunity to express their 
opinion and participate in discussions, however, 25%(3) had no 
opinion, while the rest 25% were not interested in class 
discussions. 

Achievement goal. The students felt most satisfied when 
they could solve a difficult task (27,8% (4) and 61,1%(5)). 
Next, 38,9%(4) and 55,6%(5) of students felt mostly satisfied 
when they could understand content of the lecture/class. 
Obviously, satisfaction was high when they could get a good 
grades for home assignments and bonus tasks 36,1% (4) and 
41,7 (5)%. 

Learning environment stimulation. It was interesting to see 
that 47,2%(4) and 19,4%(5) would like to participate in 
robotics, because the subject requires mental effort in studying 
and getting prepared for classes; 30,6%(4) and 22,2%(5) would 
like to participate in class because it was conducted in English; 
47,2%(4) and 30,6%(5) because the contents of the class is 
interesting and changeable. Moreover, 41,7%(4) and 11,1%(5) 
like joining the class because the teacher gives freedom in 
selecting a topic that is interesting individually for each 
student. For 33,3%(4) and 27,8%(5) such teaching methods 
were new. The students reported that home assignments 
(58,3%(4) and 16,7%(5)) and bonus tasks (50%(4) and 
27,8%(5)) were of the appropriate level of difficulty. In total, 
55,6% of the students liked the theoretical component and 
63,9% liked practical component of the class. 

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In 2017/2018 academic year, IRD of ITIS will launch 
robotics minor for the students of master degree program with 
a major of software engineering. To prepare for the program 
launch and to attract potential students, three pilot courses are 
run at ITIS this semester. In order to obtain a feedback from 
students, which will help to spark student interest and 
motivation to study robotics and to improve teaching, a 
questionnaire of 88 questions was run in the middle of the 
semester. The answers indicated an increased interest of 
students in robotics. Based on the analysis results, we 
concluded that the combination of teaching methods, courses 
content and teaching in English language gave positive results 
in students' motivation to study robotics. Moreover, conducting 
the classes in English didn't effect students' motivation to 
participate in class, which gives us the possibility to teach 
program courses in English language. We also concluded that 
taught material complexity was not the reason for the students 
to avoid the classes, and on the opposite, the students desired to 
study robotics because the subject required significant mental 
efforts. 

Next, we plan to run the same questionnaire in the end of 
the semester after the final tests and to compare the student 
answers. We will continue conducting our surveys regularly in 
order understand students' needs, to improve quality of 
teaching, student motivation and attained skills of students. In 
addition, as a part of our on-going work, we analyze industry 
and academia needs in order to meet labor market requirements 
by our robotics master program graduates. 
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